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Note From Amanda

Thank you SO much for allowing me to prepare the design proposal for
you. As a competitor myself, I know how hard it is to decide on the
perfect suit. After years of helping women like you SHINE on stage, I've
developed a true passion for finding what really works for your specific
look.                                                 

                                                                   In this proposal you'll find three      
                                                                    different designs that I think          
                                                                       would be AMAZING on you. We 
                                                                       can go right with one of these,    
                                                                        make a few tweaks to your          
                                                                       liking, or start all over if that's    
                                                                        what it takes! My #1 goal is to      
                                                                     make sure you feel GORGEOUS on
                                                                  stage.

I've also included some information about our different programs and
services at the end. We love to help every way we can! 

-Amanda
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Client Information

Name

Show Date

Division

Address

Email

Phone

Eye Color

Hair Color
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Client Information

Notes from Client Request...

I've worn several different colors. I feel like the blues and purples seem
to work the best, but am open to suggestions. Friends often tell me I
look good in turquoise, but I don't like the really bright teal I see on
stage a lot.

I definitely want to stay away from dangle connectors.
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Inspiration Photos
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Design Recommendations

Option 1 

Connectors

Fabric & Crystals
In this first option I chose our Dark Turquoise Fabric
because I agree that teal would be a gorgeous color on
you... but that bright shade we see so often might be

TOO much! To make the suit SHINE beyond the darker
fabric, I'd recommend a mixture of Blue Zircon AB and

Crystal AB Swarovksi Stones. This will play off the
turquoise color while adding a unique sparkle

I agree that your body shape will work better with non-dangle connectors. I'm a huge fan of
the super simple single row... especially on you to accentuate those side glutes! Adding a

simply criss-cross to the top will give it a little something special

MAX

For this particular look, going with a MAX
crystal design would be simply EPIC. 

PRICING - $650
All-inclusive price 6



Design Recommendations

Option 2 

Connectors

Fabric & Crystals
I am always a fan of blue and purple suits, and this royal
purple is the perfect blend! I loved the blue suit you sent
as inspiration, but I think with your coloring taking it a

bit deeper/darker is the way to go.

Adding the Capri Blue AB Swarovski will be a gorgeous
blue shine, that is unique from the more typical Sapphire

AB you see so often on stage

Another option for connectors is to double up the rows of crystals for the top and bottom.
These two row connectors use a size called SS29 which is quite large and helps your suit

really SPARKLE at the connector. Adding the diamond center is a fun little touch.

HEAVY

For this particular look, going with a
HEAVY crystal design would allow for

more of the fabric color to shine through.

PRICING - $500
All-inclusive price
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Design Recommendations

Option 3

Connectors

Fabric & Crystals
Achieving that teal look another way is to mix a green

fabric with blue toned stones. Here I'm putting together
our amazing Emerald Fabric with Light Turquoise and
Sapphire Swarovskis. This mix will shine teal on stage,

while playing off each of the individual colors.

For something a little different, I've chosen to go with the braided look connectors here.
With keeping the crystal design a little more simple, these chunkier connectors will really

make your suit POP.

MEDIUM

At a more modest price point, but still a
beautiful overall look, doing this look in a

Medium Crystal design would be stunning.

PRICING - $350
All-inclusive price 8



Next Steps

I hope you love the designs I've put

together for you. Here are a couple

options to move forward!!

If you love one of the design options just as it is - Click on the
questionnaire in the email that contained this proposal. You'll
provide basic sizing info and all the final details. Once that is
received and reviewed, we'll send you an invoice.

If you'd like to talk about your options with me, you can
schedule a 20 minute design consultation through the link in
that same email.

Can't wait to hear from you!
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